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ABSTRACT

The U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission has
sponsored development of a database of common cause
failure events for use in commercial nuclear power plant
risk and reliability analyses. This paper presents a
summary of the results fi-om analysis of the emergency
diesel generator data fi-omthe database. The presentation
is limited to the overall insights, the design and
manufacturing cause and the instrumentation and control
sub-system.

I. INTRODUCTION

Common cause failures (CCF) are significant
contributors to the unavailability of safety systems at
commercial nuclear power plants in the United States.
Until recently, however, the risk from CCF events
couldn’t be quantified with much certainty. The U.S.
Nuclear Regulatory Commission (NRC), the Idaho
National Engineering and Environmental Laborato~
@NEEL), and the University of Maryland have
collaborated on the development of a database of CCF
events that have been identified fi-om actual operating
plant events. The database includes data from 1980 -
1995, for a variety of safety systems and components, that
were retrieved from both the NRC’s Sequence Coding
and Search System for Licensee Event Reports, and the
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Nuclear Plant Reliability Data System, maintained by the
Institute of Nuclear Power Operations. Details of this
database, classification guidelines used in collecting the
data, and guidance on using the database contents are in
references 1 and 2.

For this study, a common cause failure is defined as a
dependent failure in which two or more component fault
states exist simultaneously, or within a short period of
time, and are a direct resuIt of a shared cause. The
purpose of the overall project is to determine which
systems are more susceptible to CCF events, and what are
the predominant causes and coupling factors of the CCF
events. (A coupling factor is the mechanism within the
plant, such as component design, or maintenance
procedure, that makes multiple components susceptible to
failure ffom a single shared cause.) Toward that end, a
series of smaller studies is being performed on each
component type (i.e., pumps, motor-operated, valves, and
emergency diesel generators) to determine the
component-specific susceptibilities to CCF events. The
intent of this is to enable licensees to identi~ approaches
for the prevention of CCF events, or for mitigation of the
consequences of the events. This paper presents
preliminary results of the fwst of these smaller studies, an
analysis of the emergency diesel generator (EDG) data.
Additional component studies will be performed
subsequently and are not included in this paper.
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II. EDG DESCRIPTION

The EDGs are part of the class lE AC electrical
power distribution system providing reliable emergency
power to electrical buses that supply the emergency core
cooling system (ECCS) and various other equipment
necessary for safe shutdown of the reactor plant. In
general, each EDG configuration ensures that adequate
electrical power is available in a postulated loss-of-offsite
power (LOSP) with, or without a concurrent large break
loss of coolant accident (LOCA). Gas turbine generators
and hydroelectric generators (used at some locations for
emergency power) are not part of this study. High-
-pressure core spray diesels are considered (for this study)
to be a separate train of the emergency AC power system.
Diesel engines used for fwe pumps, Appendix R purposes,
or non-class lE backup generators are not included.

The EDGs are normally in standby, whether the plant
is at power or shutdown. At least one EDG is required by
Technical Specifications to be aligned to provide
emergency power to safety related electrical buses in case
of a LOSP to the plant. In some cases a “swing” EDG is
used that can supply power to more than one power plant
(but not simultaneously). The result is that two power
plants will have a total of only three EDGs: one EDG
dedicated to each specific power plant, and the third, a

swing EDG, capable of powering either plant. Electrical
load shedding (intentional load removal) of the safety bus
and subsequent sequencing of required loads after closure
of the EDG output breaker, is considered part of the EDG
function. The EDG system is automatically actuated by
signals that sense either a loss of coolant accident or a
loss of, or degraded, electrical power to its safety bus.
The control room operator accomplishes manual initiation
of the EDG system if necessasy.

The super component, EDG, is defined as the
combination of the diesel engine(s) with all components
in the exhaust path, electrical generator, generator exciter,
output breaker, combustion air, lube oil systems, cooling
system, fiel oil system, and the starting compressed air
system. All pumps, valves and valve operators with their
power supply breakers, and associated piping for the
above systems are included. The only portions of the
EDG cooling systems included were the specific devices
that control cooling medium flow to the individual EDG
auxilia~ heat exchangers, including the control
instruments. The service water system outside the control
valves was excluded. The EDG room ventilation was
included if the licensee reported ventilation failures that
affected EDG fictional operability. Figure 1 shows the
component boundary as defined for this study.
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Figure 1. EDG component boundary.



Included within the EDG system are the circuit
breakers that are located at the motor control centers
(MCC) and the associated power boards, that supply
power specifically to any of the EDG equipment. The
MCCS and the power boards are not included except the
load shedding and load sequencing circuitryldevices that
are, in some cases, physically located within the MCCS.
Load shedding of the safety bus and subsequent load
sequencing onto the bus of vital electrical loads is
considered integral to the EDG fiction and is therefore
considered within the bounds of this study. All
instrumentation, control logic, and the attendant process
detectors for system initiations, trips, and operational
control are included. Batteries were included if the
battery failures impacted EDG functional operability.

III. DATA EVALUATION

There are 131 EDG CCF events in the database. The
EDG data (number of CCF events) were plotted by cause,
coupling factor, Nuclear Steam Supply System (NSSS)
vendor, year of occurrence, and method of detection.
This section of the paper presents figures that display
statistics on the distribution of all the EDG events.
Subsequent sections of the paper display more detailed
information about the EDG CCF events.

Figure 2 presents the EDG CCF events, by the year in
which the event occurred. There is no statistically
significant trend of the events.
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Figure 2. Distribution of EDG CCF events by year.

Figure 3 displays the number of EDG CCF events
due to each cause category. The definition of the cause
codes is below. Additional information on the cause
codes and categorization of the events is found in
reference 1, Volume 3. They are coded as follows:
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DC – construction and installation errors
DE – design errors
DM – component manufacturing errors
HA – human error (accidental or unintentional
action)
HP – failure to follow approved procedures
IC – failure internal to the component, or hardware
fault (including wearout and internal contamination)
IE – ambient environmental stress (flooding,
fi-eezing,unintended chemical reactions)
OT – other causes for which there is no other cause
category appropriate
PA – inadequate or incorrect procedures
QI - setpoint drift
QP - state of other component (support systems)
U – unknown

Figure 3. Distribution of EDG CCF events by cause.

Figure 5 displays the EDG CCF events by the
coupling factor responsible for the events. The coupling
factor is a set of causes and factors characterizing why
and how a failure is systematically induced in several
components. The coupling mechanism codes are defined
below, with further definition and explanation of the
coding in reference 1, Volume 3: They are coded as
follows:

. EE – environment, external

. EI – environment, internal

. HDCP – hardware design, component

. HDSC – hardware design, system

. HQIC – hardware quality, installation and
construction

● HQMM – hardware quality, manufacturing
● OMTC – operational, maintenance and test schedule



. OMTP – operational, maintenance and test procedure
● OMTS – operational, maintenance and test staff
. 000P – operational, operating procedure
● 000S – operational, operations staff

Figure 4. Distribution of events by coupling factor.

Figure 5 presents the number of EDG CCF events, in
terms of the sub-system and failure mode. The
subsystems are shown in Figure 1 as part of the overall
component. The two failure modes of interest are fail to
start (FS) and fail to run (FR). There are EDG events in
the database that exhibit other failure modes (such as fail
to stop), but for risk and reliability purposes the only two
failure modes of interest are these two.
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Figure 6 displays the distribution of the EDG CCF
events by the method of failure detection. The test
category includes any test, routine or unique, other than a
post-maintenance test prior to declared operability.
Inspections include any inspection performed that are not
part of a test or maintenance procedure. The maintenance
category includes detection of failures during a
maintenance activity; these typically include detection of
a degraded condition rather than an actual failure to
operate. The demand category includes events wherein
the EDGs were required to operate, but either did not start
or did not continue to run at the required rating.
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Figure 6. Distribution of events by detection method.

IV. EDG CCF EVENTS BY CAUSE

This section presents an overview of statistics by
EDG CCF event causes. These are the same causes as the
shown in the chart of Figure 4. Each section includes a
discussion of the affected sub-system, a trend analysis,
method of detection, and a summary.

A. DesigrdManufacture

There were 43 EDG CCF events identified horn the
CCF database that were caused by design and
manufacturing defects and errors. The following charts
show the graphical distributions of events by year of
occurrence, affected subsystem, and method of detection,
Figure 7 shows a possible increasing trend in the number
of EDG CCF events per year, but investigation of this has
not yet been performed. Figure 8 displays the number of
EDG CCF events, caused by manufacturing and design
errors, by the component subsystem. As with the overall
set of EDG CCF events (shown in Figure 5), the
instrumentation and control sub-system is responsible for
most of the events. Figure 9 shows the distribution of the
events by the method used to detect the failures.
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Figure 7. Number of EDG CCF events, caused by design
and manufacturing errors, by year of occurrence.
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Figure 8. Number of EDG CCG events, caused by
design and manufacturing errors, by sub-system.
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Figure 9. Distribution of EDG CCF events, caused by
design and manufacturing errors, by detection method.

Due to the preliminary nature of this paper with
respect to the study, the only conclusions that might be
drawn are that there is an increasing trend in the number
of manufacture and design caused EDG CCF events and
that the instrument and control sub-system is more
vulnerable to manufacturing and design errors than other

B. Human Error

There are 29 EDG CCF events caused by human
errors in the CCF database. These include failure to
follow procedure, inadequate training, use of incorrect
procedure, and accidental actions. The following charts
show the graphical distributions of events by year of
occurrence, affected subsystem, and the method of
detection. As displayed in Figure 10, there is no
statistically significant trend, either increasing or
decreasing, in the number of EDG CCF events caused by
human errors. Figure 11 displays that, as with the set of
all EDG CCF events and the design caused CCF events,
the instrument and control system appears to be the most
susceptible to CCF events. Figure 12 shows the detection
method for the EDG CCF events caused by human errors.

Figure 10. Number of EDG CCF events, caused by
human error, by year of occurrence.

Figure 11. Number of EDG CCF events, caused by
human errors, by sub-system.
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Figure 12. Distribution of EDG CCF events, caused by “
human errors, by detection method.

C. Hardware Fault

There are 30 CCF events in the database caused by
hardware faults. The following charts show the graphical
distributions of the EDG events by year of occurrence,
affected subsystem, and the method of detection. Figure
13 shows a statistically significant decreasing trend in the
number of EDG CCF events caused by hardware faults.
While there hasn’t yet been an investigation into the
possible causes for this trend, it maybe hypothesized that
overall, the EDG reliability is increasing. Figure 14
shows that the instrument and control sub-system is the
most susceptible to CCF events.
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Figure 13. Number of EDG CCF events, caused by
failures internal to the component, by year.
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Figure 14. Number of EDG CCF events, caused by
human error, by sub-system.
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Figure 15. Distribution of EDG CCF events, caused by
failures internal to the component, by detection method.

V. INSTRUMENT AND CONTROL SUB-SYSTEM

Because the instrumentation and control (I&C) sub-
system accounted for substantially more failures than the
other sub-systems (39 of the 131), we looked more
closely at the sub-system. This sub-system is more
complex than most of the others associated with the
EDGs. Additionally, the I&C sub-system connects the
other sub-systems and has more operational fimctions
fian the other sub-systems. The following figures show
selected distributions graphically.

As displayed in Figure 16, the design group of cause
codes (DC, DE, and DM) account for the major portion
(15 of 39) of the EDG I&C CCF events for both faiI to
start and fail to run failure modes.
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Fifleen of the EDG I&C sub-system events resulted
from design and manufacturing errors and defects. Some
of the events are summarized here. Relay trips caused by
failed zener diodes ti surge protection, which had been
installed backwards. Two EDG’s were found to be
incapable of carrying the required design load. Design
errors in the output circuit breakers prevented the breakers
from closing onto a bus. A design conflict between the
C02 fwe protection system and the EDGs resulted in
blown control power fises. A manufacturing defect of
the hydraulic actuator on the governor resulted in the
overspeed trips. The sequencer design was incorrect,
resulting in failure to load all required components.
Specifications for circuit breakers were incorrect,
resulting in overcurrent trips during normal operations. A
240/480 VAC starting contactor coil was in systems
designed for 250 VDC, preventing an automatic restart of
the EDGs.

There were five events caused by environmental
factors. These include both hot and cold weather related
failures, and moisture related failures of the governor and
control relays. While the operating temperature of the
EDGs is part of the plant Technical Specifications, the
events identified here were actual failures due to the
extreme outside temperatures.

There were nine EDG I&C CCF events caused by
various human errors. Two of these events were
inadvertent actuations of the EDGs, which resulted in the
inoperability of the EDGs during post-operation
restoration. Other events involved incorrect setpoint
calibrations, use of incorrect maintenance and test
procedures, and failure to correctly follow a maintenance
procedure.

The seven hardware fault events included damaged
relays, timers that failed due to aging, cooling water
pressure switches, and blown control power fuses. Other
failures internal to the component involved high
temperature-caused instrument failure and foreign
material in air line that resulted in shutdown of two
EDGs.

The “Other” category includes only two events for
the I&C sub-system. In one event, one EDG exhibited
erratic load control due to intermittent failure of the
governor electronic control unit, then the other EDG
tripped on reverse power also caused by failure of the
governor control unit. In the other event, EDG power
fises in the control circuitry blew when a broken lead on
the annunciator horn shorted to the case; subsequently,
power fises on the other EDG blew when a burned out
bulb on the control board was replaced and the new bulb
shattered, shorting the filaments.
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Figure 16. Number of EDG I&C sub-system EDG
events, by cause and failure mode.

Figure 17 shows that the most prevalent coupling
factor is the component design, which might be expected
with the high number of design-caused events.

Figure 17. Number of EDG I&C sub-system CCF
events, by coupling factor and failure mode.



Figure 18 shows that the method of detecting I&C
sub-system failures is similar to the set of all EDG CCF
events, in that the most frequent method is testing.

Figure 18. Number of EDG I&C sub-system CCF
events, by detection method and failure mode.

Figure 19 shows that the number of EDG I&C events
is somewhat constant throughout the 16-year period of the
data. That is, there is no statistically significant trend in
the number of EDG CCF events in the I&C sub-system.
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There are no fm conclusions yet to be drawn fi-om
the analysis presented here about the EDG I&C sub-
system, but continued work on this project might allow
some fm conclusions about the possible trends.
Additional investigation into some of the design and
operating factors might allow some conclusions about the
overall (in addition to the I&C sub-system) EDG designs
or operating and test practices that result in CCF
susceptibilities.
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